
From: Michelle Lyngso
To: Carl Osterberg
Subject: comment on Kylea subdivision by Crewsen West LLC
Date: Thursday, June 10, 2021 8:04:43 AM

I would like to comment on the Kylea Drive subdivision being proposed by Crewson West 
LLC. 

As a resident with small children living on Settlement Drive (since 2007), seeing an increase in 
traffic is dangerous. Currently, there are about 45 homes occupied in the Settlement subdivision 
that use Settlement Drive to get to their homes. If and when the Settlement reaches full 
development, we will have 97 home sites, accessed by our main entrance street. Adding 70 
additional units brings the total to 167 homes being accessed by a small residential road that also 
shares access to a public city park and soccer field. When the soccer field is being used, the 
existing parking lot is not large enough and cars overflow onto the street, which causes difficulty 
getting into the subdivision. I believe that P&Z members need to look at future development and 
require the developer to add access points at the first phase of building. Please require the 
developer to add proper entrance infrastructure before another project is started in Victor without 
getting completed before the money runs out. Not only for the safety of those who live in the 
Settlement now, but for the safety of the future residents of Kylea Drive, I highly recommend 
another access point from Highway 31 be completed where the already platted easement exists. 

I would also like to note that one of the "future connections" referenced on the plat map are to 
roads that are not yet completed within The Settlement (ie - Justin Ave). Therefore there would 
only be one entrance to 70 homes via Settlement to Kylea Drive and that does not seem safe. 
What if there is a fire and Kylea Drive is blocked?
I doubt Justin Ave will ever be completed unless Deir Ammar LLC is held responsible for the 
original developers agreement with the city. Therefore, those "future connections" are a loose idea 
on paper and will probably never happen. That is, again, why I would like to reiterate that another 
entrance from highway 31 be created by Crewsen West LLC. 

Thank you for your consideration.
Michelle and Erik Lyngso
8926 Settlement Drive 



From: Kai Karstens
To: Carl Osterberg
Subject: Comments on Crewsen West Subdivision
Date: Wednesday, June 9, 2021 8:10:08 AM

Good morning-

I would like to submit the below comments for consideration by the Planning and Zoning
committee regarding the proposed Crewsen West Subdivision.  Thank you.

I’m writing this to express my concerns regarding the road access to the proposed Crewsen 
West Subdivision.  As currently proposed, the only access to reach the 70 new units is to 
use Settlement Drive to reach Kylea Drive.  The increased traffic on this road will quickly 
become a safety concern.  First, the turn from Highway 31 onto Settlement Drive is already 
a hazard with no turn lane as traffic accelerates around the bend in the highway directly 
preceding the turn onto Settlement Drive.  All too often, there are cars right up on my 
bumper as I am slowing down to make this turn. With increased traffic this problem will only 
become worse.  In addition, when the park on Settlement Drive is in use with soccer 
practice and games, there are a large number of players, parents, and spectators present.  
Increasing the amount of traffic going by the park daily could also pose a future risk of not 
only congestion but of someone getting hurt. It must also be considered that while 
construction is ongoing, there will be a number of large trucks and equipment utilizing this 
one road. 

The proposal also calls for future connection to Justin Avenue for access to the 
subdivision.  There are a number of problems with this assumption.  First, Justin Avenue 
does not exist, nor will it exist since phase 2 of the Settlement has no developer.  The City 
of Victor has failed to hold Zahe Elabed and Deir Ammar responsible as the developer of 
the Settlement Subdivision, instead recognizing them as only lot owners.  Therefore there is 
no one to complete that infrastructure. That road will not exist as long as the city fails to 
recognize Deir Ammar as the developer and enforce the developer’s agreement of the 
Settlement.  This needs to be addressed before you can assume a connection from that 
nonexistent road.  Even if Justin Avenue and the connection from Settlement Drive is 
eventually completed, it does not address the increased traffic coming onto Settlement 
Drive from Highway 31.  And if Justin Avenue is completed, that would imply that the rest of 
the Settlement would be developed which would be an additional 50 houses also utilizing 
Settlement Drive for access.  Looking forward, that is too much traffic for that road.  

There appears to be a potential solution to this access problem.  According to the Teton 
County GIS, there is an easement that leads from Highway 31 just north of the tree 
nursery.  The easement runs east to west and would join with the proposed subdivision on 
its east side.  It appears that on the site plan, this is already shown as a possible future 
connection. I feel the city should mandate this road be constructed on this easement to 



provide access directly to the subdivision from Highway 31 rather than require their traffic to 
utilize Settlement Drive.  The other possible future connections proposed rely on the 
adjacent property owners to develop their properties to provide road access, which may not 
occur.  This solution does not require the road to be built on private property as the 
easement already exists.  If Crewsen West objects, saying this road won’t lead directly to 
their proposed Phase 1 lots, they could consider moving Phase 1 to the east lots and begin 
developing there. The road would lead directly to their development and would prove more 
accessible to their units instead of driving to Settlement Drive and backtracking to their 
lots.  

I ask the Planning and Zoning Committee to require an additional access road from 
Highway 31 to the proposed subdivision be built, as it is inappropriate to direct all traffic 
through Settlement Drive.  Thank you for your consideration.

Kai Karstens
8841 Settlement Drive, Victor



From: Peter Beck
To: Carl Osterberg
Subject: forwarding email since Kim is OOO
Date: Wednesday, June 9, 2021 1:16:15 PM

Kimberly Kolner,

As Teton County landowners who border the town of Victor, we have concerns regarding two
proposals before your commission.

We are opposed to annexation and rezoning of Teton Valley Resort due to the impact of
increased density and commercial enterprise that is currently surrounded by open space and
single family homes.  Keep the commercial development in the town core and avoid
developing the "strip mall" look.

We are concerned  about SD2021-05 Crewsen West LLC Subdivision Concept Plan.  Using
your language RS-5 zoning is primarily intended to accommodate single families
detached homes.   Although "additional building types" may be allowed, we believe that
responsible planning would limit their use.  In addition, if new subdivisions are developed, it
is imperative that landscaping is included in the original plans to mitigate impact on current
neighboring residences, and to hole developers accountable

Thank you for your consideration.

Pete and Cathy Beck
Humble Creek homeowners lot 10 & 11



From: Lucas Dahl
To: Carl Osterberg
Subject: Kylea Dr subdivision
Date: Wednesday, June 9, 2021 9:03:22 AM

Hello, 

I’m writing this email in support of the Kylea drive subdivision. As a father of 3 young
children, I see this as a way for young families and middle class workers to own a little piece
of heaven here in the Teton Valley. The Valley desperately needs more housing for small
businesses to keep employees. 

Please consider making these housing developments affordable for median income households
($55k -$75k per year). One shouldn’t have to be a millionaire to afford a decent house in
Victor. I believe making this Kylea Dr housing project affordable would increase the
inventory of workers for businesses in the Valley. 

Thank you,
Lucas Dahl
Victor Resident


